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About This Game

Dragged into Archeology by his uncle, Dan decides to take matters into his own hands. He discovers ancient temples with long
lost treasures and menacing traps. Dan follows the clues found in the temples which leads him on a trip across the world,

bringing him ever closer to making a sensational discovery. You will help Dan navigate past the traps, collect treasure and reach
the bottom of the temples where Dan can find the treasure map that leads him further on his journey.

Key features:

Addictive casual platform game with a twist!

Make your way down the towers of treasure collecting Gems and gold!

Avoid the deadly pitfalls and traps in randomly generated levels!

Choose Diamond Dan or Diamond Ann and use their unique bonus moves!

Travel the world and discover 4 unique themes: Inca/Gothic/Persian and a secret location!

Polished gameplay and high production values!
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I reccomend having the game muted if anybody is playing as the Asian woman. She's THE MOST annoying character in any
game ever, without question.. I've loved Rhys-Davies since the Wing Commander III, and was blown away by his performance
as Gimli in the Lord of the Rings. He delivers here as surely as ever.

Unfortunately, in my opinion, the story is not written very well. Also the mixing failed at the end, and I had to backtrack the
book to read what was said.

I will not refund as I respect this kind of work, and really do want more produced. For the price I would've wanted more
content, but do realize the market is not there yet to support the work.

--Spoilers!--
The narrative boils down to a single, unfortunately predictable, choice that needed to be dramatic. I wanted it to be, but it wasn't.
Damn.. Wow ok this is pretty fun but grindy game, options that make the grind tolerable thou are things such as meaningful
upgrades both with gear and stat's wise for the units themselves with options from skill choices at lvl and to be able to raise its
damage/health and how many support units it comes with. Another aspect i enjoyed was the unit variety and watching my army
go to work with the skills and equipment i choose for everyone having a noticiable effect. Fun but simple. edit: so someone on
the forums said they hadnt experienced this issue either and that maybe i just reinstall my game, doing so fixed it BUT i am
going to keep playing for the same length i did last time before the bug prescented itself and see if i can recreate it or if it was
just something that happened and worked itself out. if thats the case ill edit my review to reflec this. edit again.. this time ive
played it for about the same length as before but without any issues. not sure whats up but it seems like it was just me that was
having issues and the dev and a forum user helped me work it out so im changing my review acordingly.. This game is a great
but short game

Full written and video review http:\/\/www.kamiotamega.com\/crowtel-renovations-review-pc\/. good♥♥♥♥♥. A decent and
unique puzzle game. It feels a bit simple and flat, but it's unique gameplay has some staying power to get you through most if
not all of the content. Maybe not worth $10 USD, but surely sale-worthy. If you moderately enjoy puzzlers and especially
unique ones, this one is worth a try. 7/10.. Update #2: so as you can see, if you leave a bad review, the dev gets his feelings hurt
and talks♥♥♥♥♥♥to his customers lol. This works out for me because 1) game still sucks, 2) review still stands and 3) people
can just read the devs response if they need proof that hes a♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥lol. Save your money kids.

Update: So apparently if you leave a bad review for this game the dev sends you a friend request lol. Im thinking maybe that has
something to do with the lack of honest reviews on this game. Also according to the devs response "objectively is a bold word"
for me, which tells me two things, they dont know what the word "objective" means, and they also dont know what the word
"bold" means lol. So on top of being a terrible dev they are illiterate and easily triggered. The dev should not be contacting me
for any reason. ESPECIALLY in response to a review. And in response to the devs assertion that I "will be back in the future",
no, I definitely wont be. Especially if your the type of dev that has to try to manipulate your reviews.

Im not sure why this game has any positive reviews. I would have expected something this basic from a game that came out
when the vive was first released. There is no movement, slow weird loading between scenes, no weapon interaction, low poly
graphics, and the whole "experience" is maybe 30 minutes at the absolute most. I tried it because it was on sale for less than two
dollars and I still got a refund. This game sucks, objectively. Theres no reason to support a game this far behind the power
curve. Supporting lazy devs like this is just making the entire vr landscape a worse place for the people like me who are hoping
to see games getting BETTER over time, not staying the same or getting worse. This is literally something that could have been
made by a half decent programmer in a day with free assets. Even at $1 its not worth it. Hell even at free its not worth the time
to download. Skip.
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The game is alright, and i do recommend, But THOUSANDS OF FLAWS Are included.
-There needs to be multiple ways to go just like binding of isaac. This is inspired by binding of isaac, right?
-There has to be more levels.
-More Powerups must be there
-more characters
-and make updates.. this game is Really Fun you shood all play it :). Tired of bullethell? Looking for retro shooting? THIS IS
FOR YOU.. Am I proud that I've logged so much time in this game? no, no I'm not. But you and I both know why we're on this
page.

My biggest complaint is the eyes. They kinda freak me out in some of the cells.

Also, jsyk, game can be patched by adding an empty file with the right name to the local directory. It's in the community
guides.. A bit more Stuff to do. Really Love the Music You Should try this too. And my score

Gameplay 8\/10
Graphics 6\/10
Sounds 9\/10. This game had high hopes when i bought it in 2015 and it looked very promising then it just stopped no updates
or patches it died plane and simple to everyone DO NOT BUY THIS ITS DEAD TO NEVER BE FINISHED AGAIN
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